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Non-verbal Persuasion and Communication
in an Affective Agent
Elisabeth André, Elisabetta Bevacqua, Dirk Heylen, Radoslaw Niewiadomski,
Catherine Pelachaud, Christopher Peters, Isabella Poggi, and Matthias Rehm
Abstract This chapter deals with the communication of persuasion. Only a small
percentage of communication involves words: as the old saying goes, “it’s not what
you say, it’s how you say it”. While this likely underestimates the importance of
good verbal persuasion techniques, it is accurate in underlining the critical role of
non-verbal behaviour during face-to-face communication. In this chapter we restrict
the discussion to body language. We also consider embodied virtual agents. As is
the case with humans, there are a number of fundamental factors to be considered
when constructing persuasive agents. In particular, one who wishes to persuade must
appear credible, trustworthy, confident, and non-threatening. Knowing how not to
behave is also a vital basis for effective persuasion. This includes resolving task
constraints or other factors with the social perception considerations. These social
virtual agents face many of the same problems as humans have in controlling and
expressing themselves in an appropriate manner so as to establish and maintain
persuasive interaction. All along the chapter, much of our discussion will handle
concepts applicable both to agent and to human behaviour.
1 Introduction
Persuasion is a way to influence other people, that is, to make them do actions,
pursue goals, that they would have not otherwise. But it differs from other ways
to influence for three reasons: (1) it does not imply the use of force, but makes an
appeal to the persuadee’s free choice; (2) it claims that the goal/action proposed by
the persuader is in the interest of the persuadee in that it is a subgoal to the per-
suadee’s goals, and (3) it aims at influencing through communication: by letting
the persuadee know that the persuader wants him to do so. Persuasion necessarily
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goes through communication: in part through argumentation, that is, words and
sentences; but only a small percentage of communication involves words: as the
old saying goes, “it’s not what you say, it’s how you say it”. While this likely under-
estimates the importance of good verbal persuasion techniques (see the chapter by
M. Guerint et al., this volume), it is accurate in underlining the critical role of non-
verbal behaviour during face-to-face communication: For no matter how correct the
argument or message, it is unlikely to be listened to unless the non-verbal language
is congruent, communicating credibility, confidence, and trustworthiness. For exam-
ple, in experiments concerning the expression of attitudes and feelings, Mehrabian
(1971) found that when there was incongruence in verbal and non-verbal messages
being communicated, the relative importance of messages was 7% based on verbal
liking, 38% on vocal liking, and 55% on facial liking: receivers tended to predomi-
nantly favour the non-verbal aspects, in contrast to the literal meaning of the words,
during the communication of attitudes and feelings.
While the environment, haptics, state of the persuadee, and appearance of per-
suader are also of importance, here we restrict the discussion to body language.
Body language is certainly not a new topic in the domain of scientific study (Darwin,
1872), although its use in practical persuasive situations has increasingly been
the focus of studies in marketing, political campaigning, and courtroom scenar-
ios (Bernstein et al., 1994) and is becoming popularised through the publication
of numerous easily accessible books (Pease and Pease, 2006). A relatively new and
novel domain for the evaluation and application of body language research is that of
embodied virtual agents. If embodied agents resemble humans in appearance, then
they can take advantage of these extra modalities to enrich and smooth the human–
computer interaction process. These social virtual agents therefore face many of
the same problems as humans have in controlling and expressing themselves in an
appropriate manner so as to establish and maintain persuasive interaction – as such,
much of our discussion will handle concepts applicable both to agent and to human
behaviour.
As is the case with humans, there are a number of fundamental factors to be
considered when constructing persuasive agents. In particular, one who wishes
to persuade must appear credible, trustworthy, confident, and non-threatening.
Knowing how not to behave is also a vital basis for effective persuasion. This
includes resolving task constraints or other factors with the social perception con-
siderations. For example, not looking at people due to consulting one’s notes may
give the impression of dishonesty; slouching due to tiredness could be misinter-
preted as a sign of a lack of interest. Good behaviour does not apply solely to the
speaker of course. For example, the background non-verbal behaviours made when
one does not hold the floor can also have a large effect on credibility ratings (Seiter
et al., 2006).
In the next section of this chapter we report on several studies on the role of non-
verbal behaviours in persuasion. While Sect. 3 presents studies from the standpoint
of the speaker, Sect. 4 examines the effects of persuasive non-verbal behaviours on
listener’s perception of speaker. Sect. 5 continues to look at the listener. It addresses
the issues of backchannel signals emitted by the listener as a way of assessing the
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effect of persuasion on the listener. In the last section of this chapter we present
works on virtual agents endowed with social capabilities, in particular the capacities
of controlling and managing their facial behaviours and gestures.
2 Persuasion and Emotion
To persuade the other to do something we must convince him that this is the right
thing to do; and we can do so, as Aristotle put it, through logos (rational arguments),
ethos (the orator’s character), and pathos (the audience’s emotions): in other words,
to persuade we must (1) provide good reasons to do what we propose, (2) win the
interlocutor’s trust, and (3) induce or evoke emotions. The first aspect, logos, is the
object of the science of argumentation, which studies the possible arguments and
counter-arguments that can be made explicit through verbal language; the second
refers to the need for the persuader to show an image of a person who is both (a)
competent in the topic dealt with (competence), in such a way that his arguments
are taken at face value, and (b) one who really wants to make the interests of the
persuadee (benevolence), so that the persuadee does not fear to be deceived and to
get harm from doing what the persuader proposes. In this work we do not go deep
into the issue of argumentation, nor in the aspect of the persuader’s ethos. Here
we focus on the role of emotions in persuasion. Why and how can emotions be an
instrument of persuasion? Emotions are linked to goals at least in three ways:
1. Emotions monitor goals: The function of emotions is to monitor humans’ adap-
tive goals, since an emotion is felt any time an adaptively important goal is, or
is likely to be, fulfilled or thwarted (Castelfranchi, 2000; Darwin, 1872; Frijda,
1986). Fear monitors the goals of survival and safety, anger the goal of justice,
shame the goals of image and self-image.
2. Emotions activate goals: They have a high motivating power in that they trigger
goals. Each emotion, along with feelings, physiological arousal, expressive pat-
tern, includes a readiness to action, that is, a goal of high priority that presses to
be urgently fulfilled. Fear activates fight or flight, anger triggers aggression, and
compassion triggers help.
3. Emotions can become goals: Pleasant emotions generate a goal of feeling them
again, while unpleasant emotions a goal of not feeling them next time. If I felt
proud because I made my home assignment well, I’ll have the goal to study hard
again, if I felt ashamed after having aggressed a friend I’ll have the goal of not
doing so anymore. Thus, emotions result in a learning mechanism.
As we mentioned, persuasion is a way to influence people, that is, to lead them to
pursue some goals, and to induce the persuadee to do so the persuader must convince
him that the proposed goal is a goal of high value, also because it is a means for other
very valuable goals. But to activate a goal in a person not only through rational but
also through an emotional mechanism is not the same. Suppose the same course
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is taught by two teachers: one simply teaches me the discipline, but the other also
gives me enthusiasm for that discipline; I will probably choose the latter, because
attending the former course only fulfils my cognitive goal, while this also fulfils my
affective goals. In the same vein, in persuasion attaching the proposed goal only to
rational goals of the persuadee is not as effective as attaching it also to emotional
goals. Since emotions are linked to biologically adaptive goals, they add a higher
value to other goals.
3 The Persuasive Body
The importance of body behaviour in persuasive discourse has been stressed ever
since ancient rhetoric. Cicero in “De oratore” and Quintilian in “Institutiones
Oratoriae” showed how gesture, face, gaze, and posture are an important part of
“Actio” (discourse delivery). Especially gestures were studied, due to their capacity
of summoning, promising, exhorting, inciting, prohibiting, approving, and to their
ease in expressing emotions, showing attitudes, indicating objects of the orator’s
thought. Quintilian’s work about gestures is partly guided by normative intents – he
often stresses what gestures should not be used by an orator, while they are – and
just because they are – typical of comic actors; but he does so on the basis of a deep
and detailed knowledge of the gestures’ forms and meanings. For every gesture he
also tells us in what segment of the rhetorical structure of discourse it can be used,
which means that also gestures, as words, are subject to rules, and their distribution
is determined by context. Moreover, from his description one can see that particular
combinations of movements with the same hand shape quite precisely convey the
meaning of specific speech acts – for example, we “lower [our hands] in apology or
supplication (. . .) or raise them in adoration, or stretch them out in demonstration or
invocation” (15) – or express emotions: “we sometimes clench the hand and press
it to our heart when we are expressing regret or anger” (104). Finally, Quintilian
acknowledges that sometimes through gestures we may induce persuasive effects:
“Slapping the thigh (. . .) is becoming as a mark of indignation, while it also excites
the audience” (123).
3.1 Persuasion and Gesture
In present times, while a huge quantity of studies address the use of gesture and other
bodily signals in everyday conversation, only part of them is devoted to analysing
them in persuasive discourse. Some overview some aspects of the body’s relevance
in political communication (Atkinson, 1984) or focus on the synchronisation of
gestures with pauses and intonation and other rhetorical devices, frequently used
to quell the applause (Bull, 1986). Others investigate the audience’s physiological,
cognitive, and emotional reactions to the politicians’ facial expression and other
vocal and bodily behaviours (Bucy and Bradley, 2004; Frey, 2000). Some recent
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works finally provide detailed morphological and semantic descriptions of gestures
and on this basis give pertinent insights about the relation between gesture and
persuasive discourse (Tournier, 2003; Kendon, 2004; Streeck 2008).
In her book “The Gestural Expression of a Politician’s Thought” (Tournier,
2003), Calbris analyses the political discourses by Lionel Jospin from July 1997
through April 1998 – his first months as a prime minister. Through an insightful
analysis of the metaphors exploited by his manual behaviour, she demonstrates how
Jospin’s gestures or aspects of their execution – for example, the shape of the hand
or even which hand is used, right or left – can express abstract notions like effort,
objective, decision, balance, priority, private or public stance. At the same time,
though, they fulfil discursive functions: they can delimit or stress, enumerate or
explicate the topics of discourse.
Kendon (2004) analyses gestures in different cultures and different types of inter-
action, by people that tell about their past life or comment on everyday life events,
sometimes also with an argumentative intent, and distinguishes three main functions
of co-verbal gestures: a referential function, of conveying parts of the propositional
content of an utterance; an interactive function, of helping the turn-taking manage-
ment; and a pragmatic function; within this, a gesture has a performative function
if it clarifies the type of speech act that is being performed; a modal function if
it alters the interpretation of the utterance, e.g. through negation or intensification;
and a parsing function, marking the syntactic or textual structure of a sentence or
discourse. Then Kendon analyses some gesture families, by singling out, for each
specific hand shape and orientation, typical contexts of use and finding unifying
semantic themes. Some of the gestures he analyses can well have a persuasive
use: for example, the “ring” gestures that bear a meaning of “making precise”
or “clarifying” are used every time this clarification is important “in gaining the
agreement, the conviction or the understanding of the interlocutor” in Italian culture
(p. 241).
3.2 Persuasion, Body Language, and Politics
Streeck (2008) analyses the gestural behaviour of the Democratic candidates during
the political campaign of 2004 in the USA. They do not use many different gestures,
as to hand shape and movement pattern, and the gestures they use are very rarely
iconic: partly because, as anticipated by Quintilian, iconics look too much a popu-
lar style of gesturing and partly because their function in political discourse is not
to convey referential but mainly pragmatic information. Yet, among the candidates’
gestures with pragmatic functions, Streeck maintains they mainly fulfil a parsing
function, more than a performative one, and they do not unequivocally indicate
which speech act is being performed, since they do not imply a fixed form–function
relationship. For example, Streeck doubts that the “ring” always has a meaning of
precision or that the “power grip” of moving the fist always conveys an assertion of
power. In maintaining that the candidates’ gestures mainly have a parsing function,
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Streeck (2008) further argues that the tempo of a gesture, more than other aspects
of it, is a clear cue to the discourse structure: for example, the alternation of rapid
and slow beats, or whether the stroke combines with the peak syllable or with all
stressable syllables, distinguishes between background and foreground information.
Poggi and Pelachaud (2008) analysed fragments of three pre-electoral debates
through an annotation scheme that described gestures as to their global meaning
and to the meaning borne by their expressivity parameters and classified the mean-
ings as to their persuasive import. Then they computed the quantity of persuasive
gestures in the two candidates and their percentage of distribution across the vari-
ous persuasive strategies. The persuasive strategies adopted are somewhat different
between the two politicians. They differ as to the proportion of pathos and logos, for
both the majority of gestures pursue an ethos strategy and both tend to project more
an image of competence than one of benevolence, but for one of the two candidates
the preference for the image of competence is much higher than that of benevolence.
Moreover, the persuasive strategies are not always conveyed by the gesture shape,
but in some cases only by the gesture expressivity or simply by an indirect meaning
of the gesture. Pathos is contained more typically (exclusively, for one candidate)
in the expressivity of gesture, while ethos in both orators is more often conveyed
by the gesture as a whole. Further, the pathos strategy comes out only at the indi-
rect level in both politicians, while they differ in their level of indirectness. From
the analysis it resulted that the differences how much each persuasive strategy is
exploited and how it is conveyed (through whole gesture, or expressivity, direct or
indirect meaning) are congruent with either the context of the specific debate under
analysis, or the general political strategy of the candidates, or finally with his general
communicative style.
Poggi and Vincze (2008) analysed the gaze behaviour of two orators, Romano
Prodi and Ségolène Royal, in political debates and interviews. The study analysed
the general persuasive structure of some fragments in terms of hierarchy of goals
and the items of gaze through an annotation scheme that analysed their direct and
indirect persuasive import. Prodi’s gaze was found to use a competence strategy
much more frequently than other strategies and more than Royal (67 versus 27%),
while he never used a benevolence strategy. Royal, instead, used the logos gaze
most frequently (54%). Also in this study it was found that the pattern of gaze per-
suasive strategies of each orator was congruent with the politicians’ global political
strategy and with the context of the specific debate. This seems to show that during
persuasion all body modalities coherently cooperate to one and the same persuasive
goal.
3.3 Quality of Persuasive Body Behaviours
In a recent study, Poggi and Pelachaud (2008) wondered if it is possible to single out
some gesture that one could define as “persuasive gestures”. Actually, there could
be some – very rare – gestures that one could call persuasive: for example, a gesture
of incitation. Yet, it is more frequent that persuasiveness in a gesture does not dwell
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in the global meaning of the gesture per se, but rather in the expressivity of gesture
(Hartmann et al., 2002): its spatial extent, temporal extent, fluidity, power, and rep-
etition. Later, Poggi and Vincze (2008) put the same question about the existence of
“persuasive gaze” (as described in the previous section).
But what does it mean that a gesture or a gaze is “persuasive”? According to
Poggi and Pelachaud (2008), a gesture is persuasive when either the global mean-
ing of the gesture or the meaning of some parts or aspects of it conveys some of
the semantic contents that are contained in the persuasive structure of a discourse.
Poggi and Pelachaud (2008) and Poggi and Vincze (2008) adopt the model of per-
suasion of Poggi (2005), according to which persuasion is an act of social influence
brought about by communication, through which a persuader A aims to convince a
persuadee B (that is, to make him believe with a high level of certainty) that a goal
GA proposed by A is a subgoal to some goal GB that B already has; thus, A must
convince B that GA is a goal of high value, possibly of higher value than alternative
goals GC or GD, and must do so by exploiting the three Aristotelian strategies of
logos (rational argumentation), pathos (induce emotions in B), and ethos (look cred-
ible and reliable to B). More specifically, A must show that they are certain of what
they are saying (certainty), that they propose goal GA not out of their own concern
but in order to achieve the goals of B (benevolence), and that they have good capac-
ities of action and planning to pursue their own goals and to advise goals to others
(competence).
Therefore, the gesture and gaze items that have a persuasive import are those that
convey the following types of information:
1. Importance. The signals conveying the meaning “important” mention the high
value of a proposed goal, thus trying to convince the persuadee to pursue it.
This meaning is typically contained in some performative gestures, like incita-
tion and request for attention, or other gestures like Kendon’s (2004) “grappolo”
(“finger bunch”) that convey a notion of importance as their very meaning; but
“important” is also the core meaning of beats, since every beat stresses a part of
a sentence or discourse, hence communicating “this is the important part of the
discourse I want you to pay attention to and to understand”. Finally, this can be
the meaning of some particular aspects of the expressivity of gesture, for instance
irregularity or discontinuity in movement (Chafai et al., 2007).
2. Certainty. To induce certainty in the persuadee, the persuader must show self-
confidence and be certain about what he is saying. This is why gestures that
convey high certainty, like the “ring” mentioned by Kendon (2004) and Streeck
(2008), may be persuasive. Yet, since persuading can mean either to convince to
believe something or to convince to do something, the gestures that convey a high
degree of certainty generally persuade to believe and only indirectly persuade to
do something.
3. Evaluation. To express a positive evaluation of some object or event implies that
it is a useful means to some goal; thus, to bring about that event or to obtain that
object becomes desirable, a goal to be pursued. In a marketplace, to convince
someone to buy a food, a “cheek screw” (rotating the tip of the index finger on
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cheek), that means “good”, “tasty”, made by an Italian grocer, would be a good
example of persuasive gesture. Of course, we cannot find an example like this
in our fragments, due to obvious reason of social register. However, as we see
below, a persuader, to pursue an ethos strategy, can make gestures that induce a
positive evaluation of him.
4. Sender’s benevolence. In persuasion not only the evaluation of the means to
achieve goals is important, but also the evaluation of the persuader: the sender’s
ethos. If I am benevolent to you, you can trust me, so if I tell you that a goal is
worthwhile you should pursue it. A gesture driven by the ethos strategy of show-
ing one’s moral reliability is, for example, putting one’s hand on one’s breast,
which means “I am noble, I am fair”. This gesture is quite frequent in vari-
ous corpora of political communication (see, for example, Poggi and Pelachaud,
2008; Serenari, 2003).
5. Sender’s competence. If I am an expert in the field I am talking about, if I am
intelligent, efficient, you might join me and pursue the goals I propose. For exam-
ple, in a pre-electoral debate a candidate, in talking of quite technical things
concerning taxes, rotates his right hand curve open, with palm to left, twice.
This gesture means that he is passing over these technicalities, possibly difficult
for the audience; but at the same time the relaxed appearance of his movement
lets them infer that he is smart because he is talking of such difficult things eas-
ily, unconstrained. This provides an image of competence in what he is talking
about.
6. Emotion. If I express an emotion, and this is transferred to you through contagion
(Poggi, 2004), since emotions trigger goals, a goal will be activated in you, thus
implementing a pathos strategy. Another candidate says, “I cannot pretend to
act in a country different from what it is”, referring to his country, Italy. The
movement of his forearm shows low spatial extent and fluidity (it is short and
jerky) and high power and velocity, thus conveying an emotion load that aims to
transmit a sense of pride of being Italian and thus to elicit the Italians’ desire to
vote for him. Another candidate in France observes that her opponent’s politics
towards the unemployed is somewhat punitive. While saying “sanctionner les
chômeurs” (punish the unemployed) she raises the internal parts of eyebrows,
thus performing a gaze of sadness. Thus she exhibits an emotion and aims to
transmit it to the audience: a use of the pathos strategy.
4 The Effects of Persuasion
So far we have seen what persuasion is on the part of the persuader; now we can
wonder about the effects of body behaviour on persuasion and about how persuasive
effects can be assessed during interaction.
As to what are the effects of gestures on persuasion, several authors make the
hypothesis that a persuasive discourse is more or less effective depending on the
type of gestures used. Typically, as Henley (1977), Burgoon et al. (1990), and Carli
et al. (1995) maintain, self-adaptors – the gestures of touching one’s body – seem
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to have a negative effect on persuasion. However, presumably it is not so much the
type of gesture – whether symbolic, iconic, self-adaptor, object adaptor, or the like –
that makes the difference in persuasiveness. Our hypothesis is, instead, that it is not
the type of gesture that takes persuasiveness away from discourse, but the gesture’s
meaning. Why, for example, are self-adaptors typically self-defeating in persuasive
gesture? Probably because what a self-adaptor lets you infer is that the orator is not
very self-confident, that he needs to reassure himself; and this lowers trust in the
persuader. One case in which the very meaning of a gesture had a negative effect
on persuasion concerns an American candidate, Howard Dean, who used to make
a single gesture, “index up”, or “finger wag”, which seemed to have a subtly self-
defeating effect. According to Streeck (2007), this gesture displayed the speaker’s
claim that what he was saying was important and instructive; but since Dean was
enacting this “hierarchical act” in permanence, he might have given the impres-
sion he was presenting himself as one of “superior knowledge”, thus spoiling, with
a body behaviour somehow contemptuous towards the audience, the ascendancy
credited to him by his early textual presence. Also in this case, therefore, what has
negative effects on persuasion is not simply the type of gesture used, but its specific
meaning.
5 Assessing the Effect of Persuasion: The Role of Backchannel
The latter issue to investigate is, How can the persuader monitor if and how much
his persuasive effort has been effective? To this goal, the interlocutor’s feedback
must be taken into account.
When conversing, we try to get our interlocutors to engage with us in a joint
project. We utter words, so that they will be heard, listened to, understood and
that the other person engages in the proper acts that we are soliciting: attending,
understanding, and reacting appropriately; answering our questions; believing our
statements; taking up our orders; etc.
Conversational actions are undertaken to engage the addressees in taking actions
in turn. When advising people, we hope people take the advice to heart. When cheer-
ing them up, we hope they feel happy for a while. When we argue in favour of
a certain proposition, we hope that the other will become convinced of what we
believe to be true.
In persuasive or argumentative conversations, just like with any action, it is
important for speakers to check to what degree these actions are successful on all
levels. In the case of conversations these checks involve monitoring the interlocutor
to see his or her uptake of the joint projects proposed by the speaker. Through typ-
ical behaviours involving gaze, facial expressions, head movements, posture, and
vocal backchannels listeners show that they are engaged in the conversation, pay-
ing attention, showing they are interested in what is being said, and, in the case of
persuasive dialogue, whether they are starting to get convinced or not by the argu-
ments. The interaction between speaker and audience is claimed to be essential in
argumentative discourse according to van Eemeren and Grootendorst (1984).
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In ordinary conversational situations some speech acts by speakers are specifically cal-
culated to elicit from listeners certain verbal (and possibly also non-verbal) responses in
which they indicate understanding and (in particular) acceptance. In our view this applies
pre-eminently to the argumentation advanced during a discussion or debate. This means
that to a certain extent arguments in debates are designed to achieve precisely defined ver-
bally externalized illocutionary and perlocutionary effects that are immediately related to
the speech acts performed. [p. 24]
A particular type of response to speech is performed through backchannels.
These were originally characterised by Yngve (1970) as follows:
[B]oth the person who has the turn and his partner are simultaneously engaged in both
speaking and listening. This is because of the existence of what I call the back channel,
over which the person who has the turn receives short messages such as “yes” and “uh-huh”
without relinquishing the turn. The partner, of course, is not only listening, but speaking
occasionally as he sends the short messages in the back channel. The back channel appears
to be very important in providing the monitoring of the quality of communication.
As a subset of feedback expressions, these backchannel signals in this view are
short vocal messages that have an important structural function (monitoring the
quality of the communication). Kendon (1967) talks about a similar category of
expressions which he terms accompaniment signals: “short utterances that the lis-
tener produces as an accompaniment to a speaker, when the speaker is speaking at
length”. He divides these into two functional groups: attention signals (in which
one appears to signal no more than that one is attending) and assenting signals
that express “point granted” or “agreement”. In general listener responses can serve
several feedback functions. Allwood et al. (1992) distinguish four kinds: contact,
perception, understanding, and attitude.
1. Contact: signals that show whether the interlocutor is willing and able to continue
the interaction
2. Perception: behaviours that indicate whether the interlocutor is willing and able
to perceive the message
3. Understanding: actions that display whether the interlocutor is willing and able
to understand the message
4. Attitude: reactions that tell whether the interlocutor is willing and able to react
and (adequately) respond to the message, specifically whether he/she accepts or
rejects it.
The attitude-feedback functions, of which the assenting signals discussed by
Kendon (1967) form an important subset, are interesting for the study of persua-
sive discourse as they might indicate the success achieved by the person who is
trying to persuade.
In real-life examples it is not always easy to say which function is served
by a particular feedback expression and many will combine several functions.
Within the annotations of the AMI corpus (Jaimes et al., 2007), a difference
was made between different types of speech acts that were mainly or exclu-
sively used as listener responses: backchannels that acknowledge reception,
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CommentAboutUnderstanding that indicates understanding or problems with under-
standing, and assessments. The latter are defined as follows:
An assessment is any comment that expresses an evaluation, however tentative or incom-
plete, of something that the group is discussing. [. . .] There are many different kinds
of assessment; they include, among other things, accepting an offer, expressing agree-
ment/disagreement or any opinion about some information that’s been given, expressing
uncertainty as to whether a suggestion is a good idea or not, evaluating actions by members
of the group, such as drawings. [. . .] It can be very short, like “yeah” and “ok”.
Assessments are clearly used for the attitudinal reactions, where the speaker
expresses his stance towards what is said, either acceptance or rejection.1 It thus
appears that there is much polysemy2 in a verbal backchannel signal that can only
in part be resolved by the context. In Sect. 6.1 we take a look at work on non-verbal
backchannels that are important in a persuasive context for an ECA.
6 Towards Persuasive Embodied Conversational Agents
Embodied conversational agents, ECAs, are virtual human-like entities, with the
ability to communicate with users and/or virtual agents. They are endowed with
verbal and non-verbal communicative means, such as speech, voice intonation, ges-
ture, body posture, facial expression, gaze. Human users have a tendency to apply
the same principles when communicating with other humans or with ECAs (Reeves
and Nass, 1996). ECAs are often used as dialogue partners. They can be used as
personal assistant, web presenter, companion, tutor, and so on. As pointed out in the
previous sections, persuasion may be relevant in each of these applications.
Several models of ECAs have been implemented. While few models have been
elaborated for persuasive ECAs, several works have been undertaken to endow
ECAs with communicative qualities that allow them to be persuasive in given situ-
ations. In the following we present a state of the art of such models. As described
above, we have highlighted three qualities that are important in persuasion, namely
gesture and expressive gestures, persuasion and emotion, and finally persuasion
and backchannel. We now present the existing models in relation to these three
qualities.
1A question looked at by Heylen and op den Akker (2007) was whether it is possible to distinguish
an utterance containing “yeah” which expresses a stance (of partial agreement, i.e. an assessment
in terms of the AMI annotation scheme) from an utterance that is simply meant as a backchannel.
They achieved correct classification only for 60% of the cases when not taking into account the
speech act of the previous utterance and 80% if they did.
2We avoid the use of the term ambiguity here as the distinction between the various categories is
not strict and acknowledgements can easily shift into an assessment.
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6.1 ECA – Persuasion and Gesture
Not much work has been done so far in implementing gesture features for persuasion
in ECA. We report works done in modelling gesture style and expressive gestures
that could be used in persuasive strategies as described in Sect. 3.
Ruttkay and her colleagues (2003) proposed a behaviour representation to
encompass styles. An ECA is described over a large set of dimensions ranging
from its culture and profession to its emotional and physical state. All these dimen-
sions affect the way an ECA moves and gesticulates. EMOTE (Costa et al., 2000)
implements the Laban annotation scheme for dance to change, through a set of
parameters, the way a gesture looks depending on values such as the strength of
the gesture and its tempo. EMOTE works as a post-filter after a gesture animation
has been computed and adds expressivity to its final animation.
A model of behaviour expressivity using a set of six parameters that act as modu-
lation of behaviour animation has been implemented (Hartmann et al., 2005). When
applied at these different levels, expressivity may convey different functions in the
discourse context: it can attract the attention (Chafai et al., 2007), persuade the
addressee (Poggi and Pelachaud, 2008), and indicate emotional state (Martin et al.,
2005). In these studies they were interested in understanding and modelling how
emotion as well as persuasion can be conveyed qualitatively, in particular through
gesture expressivity.
Two-dimensional cartoons were manually annotated to understand how ani-
mators used characters’ movement expressivity to call for the attention of the
spectators. Two types of modulation of behaviour expressivity (irregularities and
discontinuities) were found to be used by the animators. They were integrated in
an ECA system (Chafai et al., 2007). An evaluation study was conducted to see if
these modulations played a role in attracting the user’s attention when conversing
with the agent. The results of the evaluation confirm that expressivity specified at
gesture phase level may play a specific function; namely, here, it can act to attract
the attention of the interlocutor at precise moments of the dialogue.
Expressivity parameters were extracted either manually (Devillers et al., 2005;
Martin et al., 2005) or automatically (Caridakis et al., 2006) over a whole sequence
and played back by an agent. The purpose of these studies was to understand
which elements of behaviours, in particular behaviour expressivity, play a role for
perceiving an emotional state.
6.1.1 Persuasion and Backchannel
In a series of studies Bevacqua et al., (2007) and Heylen et al., (2007), looked at the
perception of facial expressions of attitudes that a conversational agent displayed
when listening. They looked at a particular subset of expressions that might be rel-
evant to use in persuasive dialogues, where the agent as listener could indicate its
understanding or acceptance of the utterances of the speaker.
In a perception test, subjects were asked to watch the virtual character Greta
(Bevacqua et al., 2007a) displaying a combination of facial signals and head
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movements. The following behaviours were presented in the 14 video clips shown
in a first experiment (Bevacqua et al., 2007b):
1. a single head nod (N)
2. a head nod with a smile (NS)
3. a head nod and a raise of the eyebrows (NRE)
4. a head shake (HS)
5. a head shake and a frown (SF)
6. a head shake, a frown, and a tension in the lips that tighten and get thinner
(SFT)
7. a frown and a tension in the lips that tighten and get thinner (FT)
8. a raise of the left eyebrows (RLE)
9. the eyes roll in the head (ER)
10. a head tilt to the left with sad eyebrows (TSE)
11. a head tilt to the left and a frown (TF)
12. a head tilt to the right and a raising of the eyebrows (TRE)
13. a head tilt to the right, gaze turns down to the right (TG)
14. eyes wide open (EWO)
The displays are prototypically associated with a number of meanings in a con-
versational setting as listener responses that are either used as conventional signals
or as extensions of the meanings these displays have in, for instance, emotional
expressions.
The subjects had to associate one or more meanings to these signals. They could
choose from a close list of meanings. In particular, we have investigated how well
these expressions matched various classes of performative displays and epistemic
and affective states: agreement, disagreement, acceptance, rejection, interest and
boredom, believe, disbelieve, understanding, and lack of understanding. These are
assumed to be important attitudinal reactions in a persuasive dialogue. One could
assume that signals containing nods and smiles would be mostly associated with
the positive states whereas shakes, frowns and lip tension would be associated with
negative states (Bassili, 1979). Table 1 shows for each behaviour the meaning that
was most often assigned to it. In some cases there were two meanings that were
equally often chosen.
This study (Heylen et al., 2007) shows that for most attitudes fairly clear proto-
typical visual expressions can be found. A one-to-many mapping can be established
between a facial signal and a backchannel meaning. The results of the study are in
line with existing literature. Nods, for example, are mostly used in the contexts of
acknowledgements or agreements or as a positive answer substituting or coinciding
with the utterance “yes” or an equivalent. Shakes, on the other hand, have a nega-
tive meaning (Kendon, 2003). Head tilts often suggest interest. Smiles occur a lot in
conversations. They mostly show some positive attitude, except in cases such as a
sarcastic grin. Eyebrow movements have a range of meanings. One of the meanings
that Ekman (1979) points out is one where it can function as an agreement response
indicating that the listener is attending but also understands and does not disagree
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Table 1 Meanings associated with head behaviours
Nod Acceptance
Nod smile Liking
Nod right eyebrow Agreement
Raise left eyebrow Disbelieve
Tilt sad eyebrows Not understand
Eye roll Disbelieve
Tilt, gaze down Boredom
Shake, frown, tense lips Disagreement/rejection
Frown, tense lips Disagreement
Head shake Rejection
Shake, frown Disagreement, rejection
Tilt, frown Disagreement, disbelieve
Tilt right, raise brows Believe (is this correct)
Eyes wide open Disbelieve
with what is being said. Raising of the eyebrows together with a head nod or an
agreement word is a typical agreement listener response. However, raised eyebrows
can also figure in displays of surprise. Also a frown can function as an expression
of perplexity but is also associated with expressions of anger and disgust. The per-
plexity that is often being expressed by the frown can function as a response to the
speaker indicating lack of understanding or indicating that one thinks what is being
said does not make sense.
6.2 Persuasion and Emotion
In persuasion one has to convince with logos (rational argumentation), ethos (the
persuader’s credibility and reliability), and pathos (the appeal to the emotions of
the interlocutor). In both trying to be convincing and transmitting emotions can one
need to exhibit a fake personality and/or fake emotions? In human–human commu-
nication, people often try to hide their real emotions because the social situation
requires it. Typical example are excuses, such as “I would love to join you, but . . .”.
Emotions are the number-one topic that people lie about and studies show that up
to 30% of social interaction longer than 10 min contains such deceptions (DePaulo
et al., 1996). Endowing technical systems like embodied conversational agents with
the ability to detect, represent, generate, and/or show emotions, it is thus indispens-
able to investigate the crucial questions how to handle false emotional expressions
from the user and how and when to create false emotional expressions in the ECA.
6.2.1 Persuasion and Deception
Various attempts have been made to create synthetic agents that deliberately oppress
or express a certain emotion. De Rosis and colleagues (2003) as well as Prendinger
and colleagues (2001) have developed agents that are able to control their emotional
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displays if the social situation requires it. For instance, if the social distance between
an agent and its conversational partner is high, Prendinger’s agent would not show
anger to the full extent. The virtual tutor COSMO developed by Lester and col-
leagues (2000) intentionally portrays emotions with the goal of motivating students
and thus increasing the learning effect.
Earlier approaches start from the assumption that the agent is able to perfectly
hide emotions if the social or pedagogical situation requires it. However, humans
are not always capable of completely concealing their true emotions. For instance,
masking smiles cannot entirely override the muscular programme of the original
emotion because not every facial muscle can be consciously controlled. As a con-
sequence, such a mask will always include segments of one’s felt emotion. The
question arises as to how to handle situations in which the agent decides to dis-
play an emotion which is in conflict with its internal appraisal processes. In some
situations, it might be desirable to employ agents that perfectly convey “wrong”
emotions with the aim to convince the interlocutor. Consider a sales agent on the
web that has to advertise a product of minor quality. If it does not succeed in con-
cealing its negative attitude towards the product, a decrease of the sales might be the
consequence. On the other hand, agents in social settings may come across as little
believable or cold if they are always able to perfectly hide their true emotions. In
addition, the display of mixed emotions may even lead to a positive response from
the interlocutor. For instance, students may feel sympathy towards a virtual teacher
that desperately tries to hide its negative emotions caused by the students’ bad per-
formance. Last but not least, the emulation of deceptive behaviours may enrich our
interactions with synthetic agents – especially in game-like environments.
Following these considerations, Rehm and André (2005a) focused on synthetic
agents that may express emotions that are in conflict with their appraisal pro-
cesses. Unlike earlier work, they modelled situations in which the agent fails to
entirely conceal its “felt” emotions. They developed an agent whose behaviours may
reflect potential conflicts between “felt” and deliberately expressed emotions. Their
work concentrated on facial expressions of deception which have been profoundly
researched in the psychological literature. According to Ekman and colleagues
(1988), there are at least four ways in which facial expressions may vary if they
accompany lies and deceptions: micro-expressions, masks, timing, and asymmetry.
1. Micro-expressions: A false emotion is displayed, but the felt emotion is
unconsciously expressed for a fraction of a second. The detection of such
micro-expressions is possible for a trained observer.
2. Masks: The felt emotion (e.g. disgust) is masked by a noncorresponding facial
expression, in general by a smile. Because we are not able to control all of our
facial muscles, such a masking smile is in some way deficient. Thus, it reveals at
least in part the original emotion.
3. Timing: Facial expressions accompanying true emotions do not last for a very
long time. Thus, the longer an expression lasts the more likely it is that it is
accompanying a lie. A special case seems to be surprise, where elongated on-
and offset times are a good indicator of a false emotion.
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4. Asymmetry: Voluntarily created facial expressions like they occur during lying
and deceiving tend to be displayed in an asymmetrical way, i.e. there is more
activity on one side of the face than on the other.
To model the non-verbal behaviour, they employed the Greta agent system devel-
oped by Pelachaud and colleagues (2007). For example, Fig. 1 shows the facial
displays for genuine joy, genuine disgust, and disgust faked by joy. In the case of
natural joy (left screenshot), the corners of the mouth and cheeks are moved up
symmetrically. In the case of natural disgust (middle screenshot), the eyebrows are
contracted and the upper lip is moved up. To fake disgust by joy (right screenshot),
the eye movements of disgust and the mouth movements of joy have been combined.
Different degrees of masking are combined with different degrees of asymmetry of
the facial displays resulting in 32 possible facial expressions.
A computational model of complex facial expression was developed by
Niewiadomski and Pelachaud (2007a, b). It is also based on Ekman’s work (1975,
2003). Complex facial expressions are obtained using a face partitioning approach
where facial expression is defined by a set of eight facial areas: forehead/eyebrow,
upper eyelid, eyes, lower eyelid, cheek, nose, lip (movement), and lip tension. In par-
ticular, in a case of complex facial expressions different emotions can be expressed
on different areas of the face. The complex facial expressions are composed of the
facial areas of input expressions using a set of fuzzy rules. Different rules have
been implemented for the superposition of two felt emotions (see Fig. 2) and for the
masking of a felt emotion by a fake (i.e. non-felt) emotion (see Fig. 3). The rules
make use of the results showing that expressions of felt emotions are signalled by
characteristic (also called reliable) features (such as the crow feet for felt happiness)
(1975, 2003) and that positive emotions are mainly perceived from the lower part of
the face (smile for happiness) and negative emotions from the upper face (such as
frown for anger) (Bassili, 1979).
An example of such a rule for the superposition of two felt emotions (sadness and
anger) is the following the more one of the input expressions is (similar to) anger
and the other input expression is (similar to) sadness, the more certain is that the
final expression contains brows, upper eyelids, eyes, and the lower eyelids of the
first expression and the mouth area rest of the second (see Fig. 2). The output of
this module is a facial expression composed of parts of the facial expression of one
emotion and parts of the facial expression of the other emotion. They refer to this
final expression as a complex expression as it is composed of two expressions and
thus shows two emotions.
Fig. 1 Greta showing genuine joy (left), genuine disgust (middle), and disgust faked by joy (right)
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Fig. 2 Superposition of anger and sadness. From the left to right: anger (a), sadness (b), superpo-
sition of anger and sadness (c) superposition of anger and sadness with significant areas marked (d)
Fig. 3 Sadness masked by happiness. From the left to right: sadness (a), happiness (b), sadness
masked by happiness (c) sadness masked by happiness with significant areas marked (d)
Figure 3 presents the agent displaying an expression of sadness, that is, masked
by a fake happiness. According to these rules facial areas of forehead/eyebrows and
upper eyelids cover the features of felt sadness (red circles in Fig. 3d) that leak over
the mask of a joy (yellow circles in Fig. 3d). As a consequence, they can be observed
in a final expression.
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To find out how deceptive clues are subjectively perceived by a human user and
to what extent users are able to correctly interpret them, Rehm and André (2005a)
conducted two experiments. In the first experiment, a deceptive and a non-deceptive
version of the Greta agent presented movie reviews to the users. That is, user did
not interact with the agent and information was provided by the agent in terms of a
monologue. The study revealed that the non-deceiving agent is perceived as being
more reliable, trustable, convincing, credible, and more certain about what it said.
Although people reacted to facial clues of deceit when they had the opportunity to
carefully watch and compare different instances of agents, they were not able to
name the reasons for these reactions.
In the second experiment, the agent was serving as a game partner in a game
of dice. To win the game, players had to lie to the other players and to catch
liars. In the game, the agent tried to mislead the other players by portraying facial
expressions that did not correspond to her actual emotional state. For instance, she
expressed false joy to make her game partners believe that she achieved a high
score. Nevertheless, the agent did not lie in a perfect manner, but still revealed her
deceptive behaviours by subtle facial cues. The first study indicated that even subtle
expressions of deception may have an unfavourable impact on the user’s percep-
tion of the agent. The results of the first study could, however, not be confirmed
for the second scenario in which the experimental conditions were much less con-
trolled. Most likely the players were too much engaged in the game to pay attention
to the agent’s deceptive cues. In a more natural and engaging face-to-face situation,
subjects tend to disregard deceptive clues.
6.2.2 Persuasion and Politeness
If you want to persuade someone through inducing positive emotions in him/her a
good way to do so may be politeness. When humans interact with each other, they
risk continuously threatening the face of their conversational partners, for example,
by showing disapproval or by putting the other person under pressure. To mitigate
such face threats, humans usually rely on politeness tactics. For instance, instead
of formulating a direct request “Solve the equation”, a teacher might suggest “Why
don’t we solve the equation together?”
In their seminal work, Brown and Levinson (1987) analyse verbal strategies
of politeness. Positive politeness seeks approval of the addressee, for example,
by making him a compliment before a criticism is delivered. Negative politeness
emphasises the hearer’s freedom of action, for example, by formulating a sugges-
tion instead of a request. Off-record statements are vague and the addressee has
to infer the exact meaning of the speaker leaving him in the position to misunder-
stand the speaker and thus to not feel offended. Previous work has concentrated for
the most part on verbal means to mitigate face threats. An exception is an empir-
ical study by Trees and Manusov (1998) who found that non-verbal behaviours,
such as pleasant facial expressions and more direct body orientation, may help to
mitigate face threats evoked by criticism. Bavelas et al., (1995) provide a clas-
sification of gestures, some of which can be directly mapped onto Brown and
Levinson’s strategies of politeness. Shared information gestures mark material that
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is part of the interlocutor’s common ground. Citing gestures refer to previous contri-
butions of the addressee and aim at conveying the impression that the interlocutors
share a common opinion. Elliptical gestures mark incomplete information that the
addressee should augment for himself or herself and may take on a similar function
as off-record strategies. Seeking agreement gestures directly correspond to Brown
and Levinson’s approval-oriented strategies. Turn open gestures can be regarded as
attempts to satisfy the addressee’s desire for autonomy. Linguistic means to deliver
face-threatening acts have partly become part of the grammar and Bavelas classifi-
cation of gestures suggests that there might be similar principled and standardised
connection between non-verbal means of communication and politeness strategies.
To shed light on the question of how face threats are mitigated by non-
verbal means, Rehm and André (2005b) conducted a corpus study with human
speakers. This multimodal corpus consists of staged interactions of inherently
face-threatening situations. They devised a scenario that forced the participants
to use their (unconscious) knowledge of politeness strategies by confronting
them with an inherently face-threatening situation. To code politeness strategies,
they followed Walker et al.’s (1997) categorisation of direct, approval-oriented,
autonomy-oriented, and off-record strategies.
The results of their corpus analysis indicate that gestures are indeed used to
strengthen the effect of verbal acts of politeness (Rehm and André, 2005b). In par-
ticular, vagueness as a means of politeness is reflected not only by verbal utterances
but also by gestures. Iconic and deictic gestures were overwhelmingly used in more
direct criticism while there was a high frequency of metaphoric gestures in off-
record strategies. Obviously, the subjects did not attempt at compensating for the
vagueness of their speech by using more concrete gestures.
Walker et al. (1997) have presented one of the first approaches to implement
politeness strategies based on the theory by Brown and Levinson (1987) as a means
to more flexible dialogue control. They describe a selection mechanism that is
based on the variables power, social distance, and ranking of speech act. Johnson
et al. (2004) investigated the potential benefits of politeness in a tutoring system.
Examining the interactions between a real tutor and his students, they came up with
a set of templates each of which is annotated according to the amount of redress that
tactic gives to the learner’s face. Rehm and André (2005b) equipped the Greta agent
with politeness behaviours based on the corpus study presented above.
Niewiadomski and Pelachaud (2007b) analysed the same video-corpus of Rehm
and André (2005b) in order to find relations between politeness strategies and facial
behaviour. They considered four types of facial displays: expression of the true emo-
tional state, inhibited, masked, and fake expression. They analysed the frequency of
occurrence for each of them and found that different types of facial expressions
were not evenly distributed along the different strategies of politeness. They used
this information to build their model of facial deceptive behaviour management in
interpersonal relations. In their model, they considered three variables to encompass
the characteristics of the interaction (Brown and Levinson, 1987) and the emotional
state of the displayer, namely social distance, social power, and emotion valence.
Based on the value of these variables they defined which facial management is the
most appropriate, e.g. when a felt emotion should be masked or inhibited.
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7 Recommendations to Build a Persuasive ECA
To conclude this chapter, we provide recommendations for non-verbal behaviours
to be considered when constructing a persuasive ECA.
7.1 Gaze Behaviour
Eye contact is a powerful tool for persuasive purposes. It can be used to acknowl-
edge presence, show interest, provide feelings of importance, and help convey an
attitude that the persuader likes the persuadee, something also influenced by large
pupil size. In courtroom situations, making eye contact with jurors has been referred
to as being the most important type of communication possible (Bernstein et al.,
1994). Speakers who engage in eye contact are perceived as being more credible
(Hemsley and Doob, 1978) than those who continually avert their gaze, the latter
appearing untrustworthy or unconfident. However, it is important to establish a bal-
ance between appearing confident by engaging in sufficient eye contact, while at
the same time avoiding to be perceived as overpowering or threatening by maintain-
ing eye contact for too long. This is a difficult proposition in practice, as it must
account for many factors related to the context of the interaction, the persuader and
the persuadee, such as culture and gender. At a higher level, gaze strategies such
as logos gaze, competence, and benevolence strategies (see Sect. 2) can be adopted
to support persuasion through rational arguments, establishing trust, and invoking
emotions (Poggi and Vincze, 2008). In these situations, a key factor should be to
ensure congruence between gaze and other modalities in order to provide coherent
persuasive behaviour consistent with a single strategy. The behavioural realism of
the gaze behaviour is also a factor for consideration, as virtual humans higher in
behavioural realism have been found to be more influential (Guadagno et al., 2007).
7.2 Facial Expressions
Facial expressions convey a large amount of non-verbal information: a smile or a
frown made at a certain moment can speak volumes. In general, facial expressions
should appear to be relaxed in order to help convey a confident but non-threatening
demeanour: tension should not be perceptible in the brows, jaw, mouth, or shoulders
so that the persuader appears to be in control of the situation at all times.
7.3 Showing Attention and Interest
Related to eye contact and facial expression is the importance of showing interest in
what the other has to say. For example, as described in Levine (2006), based on his
experiences working on the documentary Thin Blue Line, interviewer Errol Morris
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highlighted the importance of appearing to be engrossed and show interest in what
his guests had to say at all costs. In some situations, Morris even suggested not
actually becoming too engrossed in the story, so one could concentrate totally on
providing signals of interest, which he regarded as being of the utmost importance
for eliciting disclosure of facts from interviewees.
7.4 Hands and Arms
Great speakers use hand gestures more than on average and gestures can give the
listener confidence in the speaker as well as help the speaker maintain their turn.
It is particularly important that hand gestures keep out of the personal space of the
other and especially away from their face. The arms should reinforce the impression
of openness on the part of the agent by being uncrossed. As with facial expressions,
arm movements should not appear to be tense and should be open and expansive.
Humans have a natural tendency to protect vulnerable organs especially in threaten-
ing or stressful situations – not doing so can make us feel exposed and vulnerable,
but can project a courageous posture, reflecting self-confidence. Furthermore, hands
should ideally be visible rather than placed in pockets: Open palms are a good way
to express honesty and trustworthiness. Self-touching behaviours are to be avoided,
mainly because they may convey a need for self-reassurance.
7.5 General Posture and Barriers
As with the other factors, it is important to project an open, honest, cooperative pos-
ture, as this can be perceived to reflect a psychological openness. In contrast, a poor,
deflated posture is associated with a lack of confidence or a lack of interest. The ori-
entation of the body is of importance here too: as the term “cold shoulder” suggests,
when we feel uncomfortable with a person of situation, we may tend to orientate
our body sideways, showing aversion of timidity. Orienting towards the audience,
and not allowing obstructions between them and the persuader, is of importance in
establishing a direct connection with them. Arms, obstacles, and instruments may be
used to create barriers, severing this connection and portraying a defensive posture –
thus, arms should not be placed at rest in front of the abdomen or chest.
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